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2 Specification at a glance

This qualification is linear. Linear means that students will sit all their exams at the end of the
course.

2.1 Subject content

• 3.1 Fundamentals of algorithms (page 10)
• 3.2 Programming (page 11)
• 3.3 Fundamentals of data representation (page 18)
• 3.4 Computer systems (page 22)
• 3.5 Fundamentals of computer networks (page 27)
• 3.6 Cyber security (page 29)
• 3.7 Relational databases and structured query language (SQL) (page 31)
• 3.8 Ethical, legal and environmental impacts of digital technology on wider society, including

issues of privacy (page 33)

2.2 Assessments

Paper 1: Computational thinking and programming skills

What's assessed

Computational thinking, code tracing, problem-solving, programming concepts including the
design of effective algorithms and the designing, writing, testing and refining of code.

The content for this assessment will be drawn from subject content 3.1 and 3.2 above.

How it's assessed

• Written exam: 2 hours
• 90 marks
• 50% of GCSE

Questions

A mix of multiple choice, short answer and longer answer questions assessing programming,
practical problem-solving and computational thinking skills.
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Paper 2: Computing concepts

What's assessed

The content for this assessment will be drawn from subject content 3.3 to 3.8 above.

How it's assessed

• Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 90 marks
• 50% of GCSE

Questions

A mix of multiple choice, short answer, longer answer and extended response questions
assessing SQL programming skills and theoretical knowledge.
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3 Subject content

This subject content should be taught within a range of realistic contexts based around the major
themes in the specification. To gain the most from the specification, a number of the sections will
benefit from being taught holistically. For example, algorithms could be taught alongside
programming techniques as there is a close relationship between them.

The specification content in Sections 3.1–3.8 is presented in a two-column format. The left hand
column contains the specification content that all students must cover and that is assessed in the
written papers. The right hand column exemplifies the additional information that teachers will
require to ensure that their students study the topic in an appropriate depth and, where
appropriate, gives teachers the parameters in which the subject will be assessed.

The skills, knowledge and understanding from all of the subject content within the specification will
be assumed in all assessments. Both assessments may contain synoptic questions that will require
students to use their skills, knowledge and understanding from across the entire specification. For
example, whilst the understanding of binary numbers will be directly assessed in paper 2, the
underlying knowledge and principles may be indirectly required for questions in paper 1.

For exams from 2022, we will support the following programming languages:

• C#
• Python (version 3)
• VB.Net.

In paper 1 students will be required to design, write, test and refine program code in one of the
three languages above.

In preparation for paper 1, students should have sufficient practical experience of:

• structuring programs into modular parts with clear documented interfaces to enable them to
design appropriate modular structures for solutions

• including authentication and data validation systems/routines within their computer programs
• writing, debugging and testing programs to enable them to develop the skills to articulate how

programs work and argue using logical reasoning for the correctness of programs in solving
specified problems

• designing and applying test data (normal, boundary and erroneous) to the testing of
programs so that they are familiar with these test data types and the purpose of testing

• refining programs in response to testing outcomes.

In preparation for paper 2 students should have sufficient practical experience of writing and
refining SQL.

Students should be given as much opportunity as possible to practise their programming skills in
the school or college's chosen language and SQL.
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3.1 Fundamentals of algorithms

3.1.1 Representing algorithms

Content Additional information

Understand and explain the term algorithm. An algorithm is a sequence of steps that can be
followed to complete a task.

Be aware that a computer program is an
implementation of an algorithm and that an
algorithm is not a computer program.

Understand and explain the term
decomposition.

Decomposition means breaking a problem into
a number of sub-problems, so that each sub-
problem accomplishes an identifiable task,
which might itself be further subdivided.

Understand and explain the term abstraction. Abstraction is the process of removing
unnecessary detail from a problem.

Use a systematic approach to problem solving
and algorithm creation representing those
algorithms using pseudo-code, program code
and flowcharts.

Any exam question where students are given
pseudo-code will use the AQA standard
version.

Exam questions will indicate the form of
response expected. For example, pseudo-code,
program code or a flowchart.

Explain simple algorithms in terms of their
inputs, processing and outputs.

Students must be able to identify where inputs,
processing and outputs are taking place within
an algorithm.

Determine the purpose of simple algorithms. Students should be able to use trace tables and
visual inspection to determine how simple
algorithms work and what their purpose is.

3.1.2 Efficiency of algorithms

Content Additional information

Understand that more than one algorithm can
be used to solve the same problem.

Compare the efficiency of algorithms explaining
how some algorithms are more efficient than
others in solving the same problem.

Formal comparisons of algorithmic efficiency
are not required.

Exam questions in this area will only refer to
time efficiency.
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3.1.3 Searching algorithms

Content Additional information

Understand and explain how the linear search
algorithm works.

Students should know the mechanics of the
algorithm.

Understand and explain how the binary search
algorithm works.

Students should know the mechanics of the
algorithm.

Compare and contrast linear and binary search
algorithms.

Students should know the advantages and
disadvantages of both algorithms.

3.1.4 Sorting algorithms

Content Additional information

Understand and explain how the merge sort
algorithm works.

Students should know the mechanics of the
algorithm.

Understand and explain how the bubble sort
algorithm works.

Students should know the mechanics of the
algorithm.

Compare and contrast merge sort and bubble
sort algorithms.

Students should know the advantages and
disadvantages of both algorithms.

3.2 Programming

Students need a theoretical understanding of all the topics in this section for the paper 1 exam
even if the programming language(s) taught does not support all of the topics. Exams will always
present algorithms using the current version of the AQA pseudo-code. The document can be found
on the AQA website.

Students need a practical understanding of all the topics and skills in this section for the paper 1
exam. When they are writing computer programs in an exam they will need to ensure they use
meaningful identifier names, use suitable data types and that all logic flow is clearly identifiable to
examiners.

Exam questions will explicitly state in what form the response needs to be provided. This will be,
for example, pseudo-code, program code or a flowchart, and students must respond as instructed.
Where pseudo-code is an accepted method of response, students may present their answers to
questions in any suitable format and do not need to use the AQA pseudo-code.

3.2.1 Data types

Content Additional information

Understand the concept of a data type.
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Content Additional information

Understand and use the following appropriately:

• integer
• real
• Boolean
• character
• string.

Depending on the actual programming
language(s) being used, these variable types
may have other names. For example real
numbers may be described as float. In exams
we will use the general names given opposite.

3.2.2 Programming concepts

Content Additional information

Use, understand and know how the following
statement types can be combined in programs:

• variable declaration
• constant declaration
• assignment
• iteration
• selection
• subroutine (procedure/function).

The three combining principles (sequence,
iteration/repetition and selection/choice) are
basic to all high-level imperative programming
languages.

Students should be able to write programs
using these statement types. They should be
able to interpret and write algorithms that
include these statement types.

Students should know why named constants
and variables are used.
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Content Additional information

Use definite (count controlled) and indefinite
(condition controlled) iteration, including
indefinite iteration with the condition(s) at the
start or the end of the iterative structure.

A theoretical understanding of condition(s) at
either end of an iterative structure is required,
regardless of whether they are supported by the
language(s) being used.

An example of definite (count controlled)
iteration would be:

FOR i ← 1 TO 5
   … Instructions here … 
ENDFOR

An example of indefinite (condition controlled)
iteration with the condition at the start would be:

WHILE NotSolved
   … Instructions here … 
ENDWHILE

Examples of indefinite (condition controlled)
iteration with the condition at the end would be:

REPEAT
   … Instructions here … 
UNTIL Solved

DO
   … Instructions here … 
WHILE NotSolved

Use nested selection and nested iteration
structures.

An example of nested iteration would be:

WHILE NotSolved
   … Instructions here ...
   FOR i ← 1 TO 5
      … Instructions here … 
   ENDFOR
   … Instructions here … 
ENDWHILE

An example of nested selection would be:

IF GameWon THEN
   … Instructions here … 
   IF Score > HighScore THEN
      … Instructions here … 
   ENDIF
   … Instructions here … 
ENDIF

Use meaningful identifier names and know why
it is important to use them.

Identifier names include names for variables,
constants and subroutine names.
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3.2.3 Arithmetic operations in a programming language

Content Additional information

Be familiar with and be able to use:

• addition
• subtraction
• multiplication
• real division
• integer division, including remainders.

Integer division, including remainders, is usually
a two stage process and uses modular
arithmetic:

eg the calculation 11/2 would generate the
following values:

Integer division: the integer quotient of 11
divided by 2 (11 DIV 2) = 5

Remainder: the remainder when 11 is divided
by 2 (11 MOD 2) = 1

3.2.4 Relational operations in a programming language

Content Additional information

Be familiar with and be able to use:

• equal to
• not equal to
• less than
• greater than
• less than or equal to
• greater than or equal to.

Students should be able to use these operators
within their own programs and be able to
interpret them when used within algorithms.
Note that different languages may use different
symbols to represent these operators.

3.2.5 Boolean operations in a programming language

Content Additional information

Be familiar with and be able to use:

• NOT
• AND
• OR.

Students should be able to use these operators,
and combinations of these operators, within
conditions for iterative and selection structures.

3.2.6 Data structures

Content Additional information

Understand the concept of data structures. It may be helpful to set the concept of a data
structure in various contexts that students may
already be familiar with. It may also be helpful
to suggest/demonstrate how data structures
could be used in a practical setting.
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Content Additional information

Use arrays (or equivalent) in the design of
solutions to simple problems.

Only one and two-dimensional arrays are
required.

Use records (or equivalent) in the design of
solutions to simple problems.

An example of a record definition would be:

RECORD Car
   make : String
   model : String
   reg : String
   price : Real
   noOfDoors : Integer
ENDRECORD

3.2.7 Input/output

Content Additional information

Be able to obtain user input from the keyboard.

Be able to output data and information from a
program to the computer display.

3.2.8 String handling operations in a programming language

Content Additional information

Understand and be able to use:

• length
• position
• substring
• concatenation
• convert character to character code
• convert character code to character
• string conversion operations.

Expected string conversion operations:

• string to integer
• string to real
• integer to string
• real to string.

3.2.9 Random number generation in a programming language

Content Additional information

Be able to use random number generation. Students will be expected to use random
number generation within their computer
programs. An understanding of how pseudo-
random numbers are generated is not required.
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3.2.10 Structured programming and subroutines (procedures and

functions)

Content Additional information

Understand the concept of subroutines. Students should know that a subroutine is a
named ‘out of line’ block of code that may be
executed (called) by simply writing its name in a
program statement.

Explain the advantages of using subroutines in
programs.

Describe the use of parameters to pass data
within programs.

Students should be able to use subroutines that
require more than one parameter.

Students should be able to describe how data is
passed to a subroutine using parameters.

Use subroutines that return values to the calling
routine.

Students should be able to describe how data is
passed out of a subroutine using return values.

Know that subroutines may declare their own
variables, called local variables, and that local
variables usually:

• only exist while the subroutine is
executing

• are only accessible within the subroutine.

Use local variables and explain why it is good
practice to do so.

Describe the structured approach to
programming.

Students should be able to describe the
structured approach including modularised
programming, clear well-documented interfaces
(local variables, parameters) and return values.

Teachers should be aware that the terms
arguments and parameters are sometimes
used but in examinable material we will use the
term parameter to refer to both of these.

Explain the advantages of the structured
approach.
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3.2.11 Robust and secure programming

Content Additional information

Be able to write simple data validation routines. Students should be able to use data validation
techniques to write simple routines that check
the validity of data being entered by a user.

The following validation checks are examples of
simple data validation routines:

• checking if an entered string has a
minimum length

• checking if a string is empty
• checking if data entered lies within a

given range (eg between 1 and 10).

Be able to write simple authentication routines. Students should be able to write a simple
authentication routine that uses a username
and password. Students will only be required to
use plain text usernames and passwords (ie
students will not need to encrypt the
passwords).

Understand what is meant by testing in the
context of algorithms and programs.

Be able to correct errors within algorithms and
programs.

Understand what test data is and describe the
following types of test data:

• normal (typical)
• boundary (extreme)
• erroneous data.

Boundary data would be for example:

If the allowed range is 1 to 10, then boundary
data is 0, 1, 10, 11, ie either side of the allowed
boundary.

Be able to select and justify the choice of
suitable test data for a given problem.

Understand that there are different types of
error:

• syntax error
• logic error.

Be able to identify and categorise errors within
algorithms and programs.
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5 Programming skills

A key part of the delivery of this specification is the development of students’ programming skills.
Throughout their course of study, students must be given the opportunity to design, write, test and
refine, using one or more high-level programming language(s) with a textual program definition. In
developing these skills schools and colleges are free to choose the context (ie they can be
developed in relation to solving a specific problem or to a specification).

In assessments where programming skills are assessed, we will assess students’ ability to:

• design
• write
• test, and
• refine

a program to a set task/brief (or to solve a problem). Students are free to use any of the
programming languages supported by this specification at the time of their assessment.

5.1 Programming skills authentication

The head of the school or college is responsible for making sure that the programming skills are
delivered as an essential part of the course.To meet Ofqual’s qualification and subject criteria,
schools and colleges must provide a 'Practical programming statement'.

The ‘Practical programming statement’ is a true and accurate written statement made by each
school or college which confirms that it has taken reasonable steps to ensure that each learner has
had the opportunity to undertake a programming task or tasks that allows students to develop the
required skills.

The ‘Practical programming statement’ will be provided by us.

5.2 Avoiding malpractice

The school or college must submit to us a ‘Practical programming statement’ which confirms that
all students undertaking this course of study have had the opportunity to develop the skills outlined
above.

Failure to complete the ‘Practical programming statement’ and return it to us in good time will be
considered malpractice/maladministration and may result in the school or college being referred to
our irregularities team.
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